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Abstract

Web vulnerabilities have become a major threat to the security of information and services accessible via the internet. Dynamic analysis based Web Vulnerability Scanners (WVS) have been employed to facilitate detection of vulnerabilities, though, such scanners could not remove the detected vulnerabilities. Empirical evidences show that some existing static analysis techniques targeted both detection and removal of vulnerabilities. However, these techniques are not adequately effective – they report considerably large number of false positives and do not achieve fully automatic vulnerabilities removal. Although, clear understanding of the workflow of WVSs is very essential in designing more improved scanners, current literature does not provide a comprehensive presentation on workflow of WVSs. Thus, this paper presents thorough description of generic WVS through synthesis and aggregation of knowledge. In addition, the paper presents overview of an Evolutionary Programming (EP) based static analysis method for automatic detection and removal of vulnerabilities called EPSQLiFix. Lastly, the paper compares the workflow of WVSs to that of EPSQLiFix method.
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1. Introduction

In today’s world of increasing dependence on Internet based applications and services, web vulnerabilities have become a major threat to information security [1]. Thus, it is highly desirable to conduct adequate testing of web applications for detection and removal of vulnerabilities at development stage, before deployment [2, 3]. Although Web Vulnerability Scanners (WVSs) have been employed by developers to facilities testing for vulnerabilities detection [4], unfortunately, WVSs are generally incapable of correcting (i.e., removing) vulnerabilities after detection. Consequently, modification of source code for vulnerabilities removal is predominantly done manually by the developer, thus allowing room for human errors and limitations [3, 5-7]. Clear understanding of workflow of WVSs is very essential for revealing strengths and weaknesses of existing WVSs, and also, for designing more improved scanners.

This paper presents comprehensive description of generic WVS through synthesis and aggregation of knowledge reported in several empirical studies. In addition, the paper presents overview of an Evolutionary Programming (EP) based static analysis method for automatic detection and removal of SQLIVs, called EPSQLiFix, and highlights how the workflow of the method compares to that of WVSs. The remaining of this paper is arranged as follows. Section II reviews on existing WVSs, and highlight vulnerability detection approaches followed by WVSs. Section III presents generic workflow of WVS. Section IV gives overview of proposed method for detection and removal of SQLIVs, EPSQLiFix. Section V presents comparative analysis between the proposed method and WVS. Finally, conclusion is presented in Section VI.

2. Existing Web Vulnerabilities Scanners

In general, Web Vulnerability Scanners (WVSs) perform black-box testing for detection of vulnerabilities, where an application is tested by analysis of its behavior at runtime [1, 2, 8 - 15]. These scanners provide mechanisms for analyzing response of web application in order to reveal vulnerabilities. [1, 2]. Scanners do provide report about detected security vulnerabilities to the developer [1, 8, 9, 16], though, code modifications for vulnerabilities removal is mostly done manually by developers. This is liable to human errors and limitations [3, 6, 7, 17].

Several WVSs are available from industry, research communities and open-source communities. Some scanners target detection of wide range of web vulnerabilities, for example, AppScan from IBM and WebInspect from HP are capable of detecting wide range of vulnerabilities including SQL injection, Cross-site scripting, Buffer overflow, OS Command injection, and XPath injection. Other scanners are designed to focus on detection of specific type of vulnerability, for example, Wasapy web scanner targets SQLIV [1]. Table 1. shows some existing web vulnerability scanners that are commercial scanners, open-source scanners, or reported in research articles. The table also shows capacity of scanners at detection and removal of SQLIVs. Existing WVSs follow two major approaches for vulnerabilities detection, namely, Pattern matching approach, and HTML Page Similarity approach.
2.1. Pattern Matching Approach

The idea behind this approach is to send HTTP request containing imbedded keywords (i.e., patterns) to a web application. Obviously, if the application did not sanitize (or validate) the request, then it would return corresponding HTTP response page containing the imbedded keywords [8, 9]. Another possibility is that such application might return HTTP response containing SQL error message generated by database server [16]. In both scenarios, when an attack request is sent to an application, then presence of imbedded keywords or SQL error patterns in corresponding response page, could serve as evidence that the application is vulnerable [1]. For detection of SQLIVs, techniques that follow this approach send specially crafted attacks to web application. Thereafter, responses are collected and analyzed to check for specified keywords-pattern or error-pattern [1]. Existing WVSs that follow this approach include W3af (http://w3af.sourceforge.net), Wapiti (http://wapiti.sourceforge.net), Secubat [16], and the scanners proposed in [8, 9]. Error pattern matching strategy was adopted in W3af and Secubat [16]. In W3af, the sqlq module sends three requests based on the SQL injection d'z"0 (or d%2Cz%220 e encoded in ASCII), and analyze the three corresponding responses. An application is reported as vulnerable if SQL error messages is found in any response. Similarly, SecuBat uses single quote character to craft and launch attacks targeting injection points, and then analyze responses for patterns that matches known database error messages. Keywords pattern matching strategy was adopted in scanners proposed by Patil, et al. [8], and Chen & Wu [9]. In [9], the technique use rules set to craft and launch attacks targeting injection points, and then analyze response for patterns that matches imbedded keywords.

2.2. HTML Page Similarity Approach

The idea behind this approach is that when many diverse HTTP requests are sent to web application, then it is possible to classify the response pages into distinct clusters based on pages similarity. The principle is based on three basic assumptions as reported in [1].

1. Execution and rejection pages are dissimilar,
2. Requests which generate rejection pages are easy to build (e.g., through generation of random or syntactically invalid requests), and
3. It is not easy to build successful injection attacks that generate execution pages.

For detection of SQLIVs, scanner crafts and launches several attacks to web application. Responses are then analyzed and categorized into clusters based on textual similarity distance. Finally, SQLIVs are detected by analyzing attributes of the clusters [1]. Scanners such as Wasapy, and Skipfish (http://code.google.com/p/skipfish) follow this approach. Wasapy uses Levenshtein textual similarity distance measure to group responses into three clusters. Skipfish evaluates similarity distance based on frequency of words in the response pages[1]. In addition, Huang, et al., [18] proposed WAVES scanner based on similarity approach. However, their algorithm incorporated error pattern matching strategy as first step that guide classification, and then employs similarity approach to address uncertainty which arises when an injection does not generate error message.

2.3. Discussion

The various WVSs presented above have achieved considerable results in testing of web application for detection of vulnerabilities. However, thorough literature investigation reveals their common weaknesses such as partial coverage of vulnerabilities detection, reporting of false negatives and false positives [12, 15]. Coverage becomes an issue where the crawling stage of scanner is unable to find all web pages [9]. In scanners that use attack patterns [8] or rules sets [9] to craft attacks, the accuracy and effectiveness of vulnerability detection relies heavily on the quality and adequacy of attack patterns or rules used. Techniques based on error pattern matching could face uncertainty of vulnerability detection where an injection does not generate error message [1]. Additionally, error message found in HTML response page may not necessarily have come from database server. The aforementioned scenarios could possibly lead to false negative or false positive. Techniques that follow similarity approach requires wide coverage of different types of response pages that could possibly be generated by an application. Thus, emphasizing the need to craft and launch large number of attacks. Unfortunately, most existing scanners following this approach generate too few requests. For example, Skipfish and the scanner proposed in [8] use only 3 requests. Generally WVSs conduct black-box testing, often called penetration testing, where an application is tested dynamically by subjecting it to attacks, and its responses analyzed. The actual code of the application is not accessed during the testing [18]. Consequently, this kind of testing cannot support actual code modification for vulnerabilities removal. The weaknesses of WVSs highlighted above and the need to support code modification for automating vulnerabilities removal, serves as motivation for finding white-box testing approach, specifically, static source code analysis, very attractive. In white-box testing approach, the actual code of an application is accessed, and analyzed for vulnerabilities detection, and could be modified for vulnerabilities removal.

3. Generic Workflow of Web Vulnerability Scanner

In general, detection of vulnerabilities using an automatic WVS involves generation of HTTP request, sending requests to web application, and analysis of response [11]. Several research works analyzed performance of existing WVSs, and consequently, revealed that the workflow of most existing WVSs consist of three steps as listed below [12, 13, 19, 20].
2. Attack: Crafts and launches several attacks targeting all discovered injection points.
3. Analyze: Analyze responses returned by web application, so as to ascertain vulnerabilities

Further investigation of related empirical studies listed in Table 2 reveals that the above three-steps workflow of “Crawl, Attack, and Analyze” does not cover some important steps involved in the working of a typical WVS. Hence, for the purpose of clarity and completeness, generic workflow of WVS can be refined into a seven steps process. This is because, the working of a typical WVS begins with collection of target URL as input, and ends with generation of output report. These kinds of important steps need to be reflected in the generic workflow of WVS. Consequently, we propose seven steps workflow as listed below.

1. Get initial target URL
2. Crawl website to discover injection points
3. Craft attacks targeting injection points
4. Launch attacks
5. Collect responses
6. Analyze responses
7. Report vulnerabilities found

The seven steps workflow is diagrammatically depicted using flowchart of Fig. 1. The flowchart shows chain of processing activities performed by WVS during testing of web application for detection of vulnerabilities. Further literature investigation has shown some important facts about WVSs. First, the initial steps (i.e., steps i, ii and iii) are for information gathering and generation of inputs for subsequent steps. Scanner collects input of target url. Then it crawls website to gather information about injection points. The information is used to craft attacks. Most existing scanners use site crawling for information gathering, though, few scanners use combinatorial crawling for improving website coverage [1]. Existing scanners employ different strategies for crafting attacks targeting injection points. For example, [1, 8, 16] uses attack patterns, [9] uses rules set, whereas [21] uses GP.

Second, the middle steps (i.e., steps iv, v and vi) are for attacks launching, response analysis and vulnerabilities detection. To launch attacks, some scanner use replay strategy [21], whereas others send http requests containing malicious inputs [9,18]. In response analysis, scanners follow a number of approaches, including pattern matching [9,15], HTML page similarity [8] and combination of pattern matching and HTML page similarity [8]. Third, the last step (i.e., step vii), is for providing vulnerabilities detection report to developer or tester. The report guides developer as to the vulnerabilities found, and possibly names of files and corresponding location where vulnerability are found.

### 4. Proposed EPSQLiFix Method for Detection and Removal of Web Vulnerability

Generally, black-box WVSs fail at removal of vulnerabilities, because vulnerability removal requires modifying source code. Unfortunately, to secure vulnerable web application, vulnerabilities need to be removed by actual code modification. Empirical evidences reveal that static analysis techniques are capable of addressing SQLIVs detection and removal. However, existing detection techniques do not consider grammatical linkages among program statements into detection process, as such, they report many false positives [25, 26]. On the other hand, existing removal techniques do not perform fully automatic vulnerabilities removal. Instead, they only generate fix, and allows developer to manually apply the auto-generated fix to the vulnerable source code for SQLIVs removal [5,17]. Apparently, such techniques left the very important, yet very challenging task of SQLIVs removal predominantly manual, regardless of the fact that manual bug fixing is prone to errors and human limitations [27, 28]. These issues suggest the need for new method for automatic detection and removal of SQL injection vulnerabilities for web application. Consequently, this section presents an overview of the proposed Evolutionary Programming (EP) based static analysis method for automatic detection and removal of SQLIVs, called EPSQLiFix.

The method consists of four components, namely, grammar rules extractor component, EP search component, SQLIVs detector component, and SQLIVs remover component. The processes performed by the components, and sequence of interactions between them is diagrammatically represented using activity diagram of Fig. 2, and briefly explained below.

As shown in Fig. 2, the working of EPSQLiFix starts in a grammar rules extractor component. The component uses string analysis to recognize all declaration and assignment statements from source code, and then extracts Context Free Grammar (CFG) production rules for each statements. The extracted CFG production rules serve as input to EP search component which performs EP reachability search to evolve candidates, which are represented as productions sequences, for finding reachability from SS (Sensitive Sink) statements to AEP (Application’s Entry Point) statements. Optimal solutions are collected and analyzed by SQLIVs detector component. The component performs grammar reachability analysis for detection of vulnerabilities. The SQLIVs remover compo-
5. Comparison of EPSQLiFix Method and Web Vulnerability Scanners

This section discusses the underlying techniques of vulnerabilities detection and removal employed by Web Vulnerability Scanners (WVS) in comparison with the underlying techniques behind the proposed method, EPSQLiFix. The key goal is to highlight differences between the two. Flowchart diagram showing generic workflow of WVS, and flowchart diagram showing workflow of the proposed method are shown side-by-side in Fig. 3. For ease of comparison, we map steps of the flowcharts into three stages, namely: 1) preparatory stage, 2) Vulnerabilities detection and removal stage, and 3) reporting stage. These three stages are shown in Fig. 2 by applying different colors to flowchart steps belonging to each stage (See figure legend). The comparative analysis is presented according to these three stages.

5.1. Preparatory Stage

In both WVS and the EPSQLiFix method, the preparatory stage is basically for information gathering and getting inputs for tasks of stage two. The strategy followed by WVS is very different from that followed by EPSQLiFix. The working of WVS, generally, begins with input of initial url, and then crawling of website, starting from initial url, to discover other webpages of application [2, 8, 9]. Some WVSs use spider crawling strategy [9], whereas others use combinatorial site crawling strategy [1]. Webpages are downloaded and analyzed to find forms and injection points [9]. The information gathered during crawling is used to craft attacks which target all discovered injection points. WVSs suffer problem of partial coverage of web site during crawling, which happens when crawler could not find some pages. This problem do affects vulnerability detection accuracy and lead to false negatives [9, 12, 15]. Use of inadequate attack patterns for crafting targeted attacks is another problem associated with WVSs. This could compromise vulnerabilities exploitation, and reduces vulnerability detection coverage.

In contrast, the preparatory stage of EPSQLiFix begins with input of source code files of web application. Since all source code files are provided as input, then application coverage is guaranteed. EPSQLiFix uses parsing to extract grammar rules from source code of application. The grammar extraction is guided by source language grammar, therefore, no any attack patterns or rules set is required.

5.2. Vulnerabilities Detection and Removal Stage

This stage involves applying techniques for detecting vulnerabilities, as well as techniques for code modification aimed at vulnerabilities removal. In WVSs, this stage begins by launching targeted attacks. Thereafter, responses are analyzed for vulnerabilities. Most scanners launch attacks by sending http request containing malicious input [1, 2, 8, 9, 16], although few scanners use replay strategy [21]. In WVSs, responses are mostly collected using http proxy [1, 8, 9], or through database logger [21]. The responses are analyzed to verify vulnerabilities. The analysis approaches used in WVSs include error pattern matching [9], keywords pattern matching [8], HTML page similarity [1], and combination of error pattern matching and HTML page similarity [18]. Regardless of the response analysis approach, existing WVSs suffer noticeable weaknesses. For example, scanners based on error pattern matching face uncertainties about presence of vulnerabilities where an injection did not result in error message. Scanners based on HTML page similarity requires large number of attacks. As black-box testing tools, WVSs do not support code modification, and hence cannot achieve vulnerabilities removal.

In contrast, the vulnerabilities detection and removal stage of EPSQLiFix begins by finding grammar reachability productions sequences that shows data flow from Sensitive Sink statement to Application’s Entry Point statement. The reachability productions sequences are then analyzed using grammar reachability analysis for detection of vulnerabilities. In EPSQLiFix, vulnerability is
found when no data validation function is applied along reachability path. It should be acknowledged that grammar reachability analysis has been successfully applied in static analysis detection of vulnerabilities [22, 23]. The vulnerabilities detection of EPSQLiFix is achieved by statically analyzing reachability paths for inclusion of data validation function, and does not require launching of attacks. Moreover, EPSQLiFix identifies parts of source code that contains vulnerabilities, and automatically generate appropriate data validation statements that could fix the vulnerabilities. EPSQLiFix employs Evolutionary Programming (EP) search operator to automate code modification which insert auto-generated data validation statements into source code, and consequently, produce modified and secure version of application.

5.3. Reporting Stage

This stage involves generation of report to developer or tester. Most scanners produce an on-screen vulnerabilities report at the end of the testing process [24]. The report gives information about application being tested, vulnerabilities detected, and names of vulnerable parameters. In contrast, EPSQLiFix also provides an on-screen vulnerabilities report at the end of testing process. However, report of EPSQLiFix provides information about both detection and removal of vulnerabilities. It contains information about application being tested, vulnerabilities found, vulnerable parameters and their corresponding locations, and name/location of folder containing modified version of application.

6. Conclusion

The paper presented comprehensive description on generic workflow of Web Vulnerability Scanner comprising seven steps of activities. The workflow is derived through synthesis and aggregation of knowledge. An Evolutionary Programming based static analysis method for automated detection and removal of SQLIVs, called EPSQLiFix, was proposed. The difference between WVSs and EPSQLiFix was highlighted. The proposed method is currently implemented in a software tool based on static source code analysis, and is capable of removing SQLIVs through source code modification using EP mutation operation. Details about EPSQLiFix method is in the process of being published.
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(a) Web Vulnerability Scanner (b) EPSQLiFix Method

Fig 3: Flowchart Comparison between WVS and EPSQLiFix
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